This paper deals with the identification and maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of a stochastic differential equation from discrete time sampling. Score function and maximum likelihood equations are derived explicitly. The stochastic differential equation system is extended to allow for random effects and the analysis of panel data. In addition, we investigate the identifiability of the continuous time parameters, in particular the impact of the inclusion of exogenous variables.
INTRODUCTION
In econometrics, dynamic models are mainly based on discrete time. However, continuous time models, already propounded by Koopmans, were recommended by some authors, including Bergstrom [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 8] , Phillips [22] , Sargan [28] , Gandolfo [11] , Wymer [32] , and others. Another approach was pioneered by Robinson [24] [25] [26] [27] who handled the systems in the frequency domain.
This paper focuses on maximum likelihood estimation of the unknown model parameters from discrete time sampling. We estimate the "exact discrete model" which corresponds to the continuous time model in the sense that observations at given points in time that are generated by the latter system also satisfy the former. Score function and maximum likelihood equations for the continuous time parameters are derived explicitly. An explicit formula for the Fisher information is given by Singer [29] . As far as we know, only nonlinear optimization techniques with numerical derivatives have been used up to now for maximizing the likelihood function (Bergstrom [5, 7, 9] , Harvey and Stock [13] , Jones [15] , Jones and Tryon [16] , Jones
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and Ackerson [17] , Zadrozny [33] ). However, in larger systems these algorithms may break down (see Dennis and Schnabel [10] ).
In the present paper we discuss a fully parameterized model without restrictions. In some applications, restrictions on the system matrices, guided by economic theory, have to be accounted for. This can be achieved by letting the matrices depend on a lower dimensional parameter vector (see, e.g., Bergstrom [6] , Zadrozny [33] , Harvey and Stock [13] ). Using the chain rule, the maximum likelihood equations can be derived analogously. The system can be extended to allow for mixed flow and stock data. Singer [30, 31] introduces a continuous/discrete state space model, which allows the treatment of higher order models including errors of measurement, individual specific random effects, and flow data. ML estimates are obtained using EM and quasi-Newton algorithms with exact analytic derivatives.
Both simulation studies and empirical applications show that our estimation procedure is much more efficient and robust than the derivative-free optimization algorithms. In the present paper the stochastic differential equations system is extended to allow for the analysis of panel data involving short time series but many observations at any given point in time. For a discussion of the advantages of panel data see Hsiao [14] . In addition, we investigate the identifiability of the continuous time parameters, in particular the impact of the inclusion of exogenous variables.
In the next section we give a short review of the solution of stochastic differential equations, including additional random effects to account for timeinvariant omitted variables. In Section 3 we consider in detail maximum likelihood estimation, and Section 4 contains the identification results.
MODEL SPECIFICATION
In the following we consider the system of linear stochastic differential equations
where W n (t) is the /w-dimensional Wiener process, and formally d\V n (t) = £"(*) dt where £"(/) is "white noise" with zero mean and E{^n{t)i n (s)') = I m b(t -s). W n (t) and W n >(t) are assumed to be independent. y n (t) is a /7-vector of endogenous variables, and x n (t) is a ^-vector of exogenous or control variables. A, B, and G arep x p, p x q, and/7 x m-matrices. In general, A, B, and G contain unknown parameters which must be estimated from the data. x n are the individual specific components representing the effects of unobserved variables which remain constant over t for given n. Here we only deal with the random effect approach. We assume that the {x n ) are i.i.d. according to iV(0; V x ). Moreover, we assume that ir n is independent of the Wiener process W n {t). Note that the individual specific effects in (2.1) affect the rates of change and not the absolute levels of the dependent variables. The initial values y n (t o ) may vary from individual to individual. They may be constants or random variables. Another approach is the fixed effects model. Then, the {x n ) are unknown parameters which have to be estimated along with the regression coefficients and the other model parameters. This approach is already included in (2.1). The normality assumption is dropped and the parameters x n can be absorbed in B by using appropriate dummy coding of the exogenous variables. However, as we shall see in the next section, the resulting discrete-time model for the observations includes lagged endogenous variables. Then, if the number T of observation times is fixed (and small) and N is large, we face an incidental parameter problem (see, e.g., Hsiao [14, Chapter 4] , for details). Hence we use a random effect framework. On the other hand, time effects X, (such as economy wide shocks) can be easily included in the model as fixed effects, since T is small. We only have to incorporate appropriate dummy variables in the matrix of exogenous variables.
We note that, if random effects are included, the solution of the stochastic differential equation (2.1) is no longer a Markov process. But if we extend the system by including the vector dir n (t) = 0 with the random initial value tr n (t o ) = ir n where x n is N(0; V T ), then the solution of the complete dynamic system is a Markov process. The solution of the _y n -part in which we are interested is given by (Arnold [1] ):
y n (t) = txp(A(t -t o ))y n {t o ) + I exp(A(t -s))Bx n (s) ds -t 0 )) -I)r n + ('exp(A(t -s))GdW n (s). (2.2)
Under the assumptions stated above, y n {t) is also a Gauss process.
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION

The General Maximum Likelihood Estimator
Assuming equally spaced observation intervals At = tj -tj_ ly we can write (Phillips [23, p. 
E nJ = f exp(A(At -s))GdW n (tj-i + s). Jo
The covariance structure of the disturbances is given by In matrix notation this reads
where I N is an identity matrix of order N, l T a T x 1 vector of ones, and ® denotes the Kronecker product. We have used the assumption that the Wiener process W n (t) is independent of the individual specific effect ic n .
We define
Zn(tj) =y n (tj) -exp(^ At)y n (tj-{) exp(A(At -s))Bx n (tj_i + s) ds Jo
and the error term is denoted by u nj = 8 n + z nj . In addition, let us define
The system (3.1) can be rewritten as
For notational convenience we define:
The covariance matrix of the disturbances U n can be written compactly as
Here the vec-operation is defined by stacking the rows of a matrix into a column vector.
Since we have assumed that x n is normally distributed, the log-likelihood of N individuals (conditional on the initial values) is obtained as
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Utilizing the McDonald-Swaminathan-calculus for symbolic matrix differentiation (see McDonald and Swaminathan [19] and also Magnus and Neudecker [18] ) we obtain the following maximum likelihood equations:
If there are restrictions on the structural parameter matrices, they are assumed to depend on a lower dimensional parameter vector 0. In order to solve the ML-equations (3.6) we have to consider the block structure of the covariance matrix E and distinguish the following cases:
Model Without Individual Specific Effects
Here £ = I T (g) V z , so that (see 3.6.1) where R = L~l -E-'SE" 1 , and 5 ; . = E y 5,>-, and so on.
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Equations ( we are led via (3.9) to the same set of equations (3.7).
ML-Equations for A and B
In order to solve (3.7), dS/dA and dS/dB can be expressed as
and we obtain from (3.7)
2 (dZ n /dA)L~l vecZ n = 0
Calculating dZ n /8A and dZ n /8B we can write [using vec(vec/?) = vec(vec#')]
F n is a functional of the exogenous variables and the parameters A and B.
The values of the exogenous variables, however, are known only at fixed points in time. So, in general, the functional F n can be calculated only approximately. Two simple approximations are discussed in the next section. Sometimes there is knowledge about the functional form of the time paths and the integrals f nj can be calculated explicitly. Another approach is assuming that the vector x n (t) is itself generated by a differential equation.
ON THE IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM
The drift matrix A is, in general, nonsymmetric and may have complex eigenvalues. Then, the matrix equation A* = exp{A At) will not have a unique solution and we run into a well-known identification problem (Phillips [21] ). It turns out that the inclusion of exogenous variables may help to identify the continuous time model. We discuss two simple approximation methods for the exogenous variables in order to calculate the functional /", = (*'exp(A(At -s))Bx n (tj-i + s) ds (4.1) Jo explicitly (more complicated approximations are discussed in Phillips [23] ): (i) x{t) are (or are approximated by) step functions, (ii) x(t) change linearly between the observation times (polygonal lines). It is well known that the approximations introduce an asymptotic bias which depends on the smoothness of the true path x n {t) (see, e.g., Sargan [28] , Phillips [23] , Bergstrom [6] ). According to the mean value theorem, the step function approximation can be shown to introduce a bias of order O(At 2 ), whereas in the case of polygonal lines an approximation error of O(At 3 ) arises. Our starting point is the exact discrete model (cf. (3.1),(3.4) )
where A* = exp(^4 At) = (A,)', and Fis given in (3.4) .
In the sequel we employ the following assumptions: Assumption 1. All eigenvalues of A are distinct. Then, A can be diagonalized and represented as A = PAP' 1 . Let A have r real and 2c complex eigenvalues (p = r + 2c). If A is a solution of A* = exp(,4 At), then other solutions A K can be represented as
where 0 is an r-nullvector and A" is a c-vector of integers (see Phillips [21] ).
• Assumption 2. The real parts of the eigenvalues A are negative. This implies that A and A K are nonsingular.
• 
where L = (A®I+I<g)A) (cf. Properties 3 and 4). Equation (4.8) implies the solutions
where
Q K is symmetric but, as pointed out by Hansen and Sargent [12] , not necessarily positive semidefinite with the consequence that the set of observationally equivalent matrices is finite. However, if (4.14) . In this case all continuous time parameters are identified from equally spaced observations. • Proposition 2 shows that the inclusion of additional exogenous variables may help to identify the continuous time parameters from discrete time observations. Note that in the case/? = 2 equation (4.15) cannot hold and the model is identified. Furthermore, it should be noted that restrictions on the parameter matrices of the system may also be an aid to identification.
